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174 Well, what is it? Now, to show you that it’s communism and not them 
colored people, that’s how communism has always come in to take over. 
They do that in every nation. That’s how they do it, getting you fighting 
amongst one another, revolution, then they take in without a shot. They 

don’t want to blow this country up; they want it. They can wormweed it in. 
And now, they seen a case of doing that, and know what the old revolution 

was, and thought they’d start another revolution.

175 To prove my point is clear, after they have integration (they have it 
now, legally, lawfully), they’re causing more trouble now than they did at the 
first place. See? It shows that it is communism and not them precious souls 

that’s borned of the Spirit of God.
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Surviving
LAODICEA

Jude verses 3-4
Rev. 3:14-22



5 principles to 
surviving Laodicea
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Contend For The Faith
Now, if we can only understand what 

kind of a faith He taught, what kind of a 
faith He practiced, then we could see by 

that if the early church practiced the 
same thing. Then we should earnestly 
contend for that type of faith. For it’s a 
commission to us to continue. Hold 

until He comes.
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1.
Stay connected to 

the Spirit
Philip the Evangelist

Paul & Silas (jail)
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2. Stay 
connected to 
each other

Acts 4:24,31-33
Peter in prison
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3. Expect the Supernatural
Paul, Shipwreck 
(Acts 27:22-23)
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4. Watch out 
for the enemy

Simon Magus
Jude 4
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5.Live for 
Christ’s return

Mark 16:19-20
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